gather Materials:

• Oil Pastels
• Metallic Colored Pencils
• Crayola SignatureTM
Creative Lettering Pad
• Picture Frame

• How can writing and drawing help us see inside ourselves?
• What are some ways you describe yourself? How might others describe you?
• If you could change something about yourself, what would that be?

Ask and Listen:
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Consider the many ways people
change as they grow and mature. Selfawareness involves understanding and
controlling emotions and behaviors.
“What beliefs and actions might
influence how you see yourself and lead
others to see a new version of you?”

More Art and writing Ideas

vocabulary:

poetry
change
interpret
accurate
purpose
intentional
misunderstanding
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For younger children: Help young children create a simple

others. How can art and poetry help reveal truths and address
negativity? Explore ways that art is used in communities to
change how people speak to and about one another.

Ask family members to
create hand-drawn selfies,
showing both outward
features and how they
might feel inside, such as
kind, determined, energetic,
scholarly, enthusiastic,
artistic, musical, or athletic.

generalizations
bias
stereotypes
self-awareness
self-control
understanding

• Group selfies have also become
popular. Draw a group selfie with people
you know or would like to know. Write
an artist’s description explaining your
relationship to the others in the picture.

Discuss how handdrawn selfies can
show more inner
characteristics than a
quickly captured photo
can. Celebrate the
mindful work in drawing
personal images.

Think about the many
decisions artists make as they
create hand-drawn selfies.
Skills and interests can be
shown with words or symbolic
images, such as a light bulb for
brilliance or a paint brush for
artistic ability.

For younger children: It can help young children

Share the sculpture
with family
members and
friends, explaining
the heritage story
and listening to
their questions.
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Extend the story
by adding thoughts
about how the
traditions will
remain or change in
the future.
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Create a plaque to accompany
the sculpture, explaining who
the person is, what traditions
this person celebrates, and
why you decided to honor this
person.

More Art and writing Ideas

to look in a mirror first before they draw their selfies.

• Blend Model Magic basic colors to create other colors. For example, mix blue and
yellow to form green; and mix red, blue, and yellow to form brown.

For older children: Selfies

become a permanent digital
footprint of a person. Remind
young adults that photos in social
media posts are accessible
forever and that they should ask
themselves what the photo says
about them before they send or
share it electronically.

Reference the Color in Culture book to learn
about other cultural heritages. Research the
cultures and countries on the internet. Interview
an elder to learn more about your family’s or
community’s traditions and heritage. Use the
insights you gather to create a sculpture that
honors that person. First write and sketch ideas in
order to organize your thoughts. Then sculpt the
image using Model Magic.
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Display a hand-drawn
selfie in the picture
frame. Use SEEKTM
questions to discuss
what is seen, cite
evidence, explain the
artist’s intentions, and
share what they know
and want to know.

• The setting is often important in a selfie
photo. Draw another selfie picture and
place yourself in front of a place that is
important to you.

• Identify and describe a variety of emotions such as pride, embarrassment,
joy, sadness, loneliness, connectedness, self-reliance, bravery, and fear.
Explore emotions through sketches, poetry, music, and movement.

For older children: Discuss the negative impact of judging
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More Art and writing Ideas

• Poetry is personal and belongs to the author. There are many styles of
poetry—lines don’t always need to rhyme. There are no wrong ways to
create poetry. Celebrate many points of view.

poem based on one experience or feeling. Ask them to describe
how this changed them. Celebrate their success at this
accomplishment.

Ask and Listen:

• What cultural traditions are celebrated in your family or community?
• Pick one person in your family or community who has made a difference
and earned your respect and trust.
• What questions would you ask this person to learn more
about family/community traditions and their contributions?

What stories can you share about our family or community
that help others understand our culture and traditions?
How did your achievement(s) help our community or
family? What traditions are important to you and why?

“How do people decide what they want to share with others?”
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Use SEEK again to
discuss the poems.
Describe what is
seen, cite evidence,
explain the changes,
and ask questions
to understand more
deeply.

Create a sculpture to honor this achievement and write an accompanying
tribute plaque.
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Share the illustrated
poems with family
members and close
friends. Read them out
loud with expression.
Discuss how changes
to the poem mirror
changes in the person.

Self-portraits are images that look
outward and inward. Hand-drawn
selfies show what artists want
others to know about them.

Art and writing offer families and communities many opportunities to celebrate
culture and traditions and to honor those who have made a difference.

Interviewing a relative or community
member can provide insights on cultural
traditions. Capture stories and create
art that honors the traditions or person.

“How can a drawing show a person’s personality?”
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Use SEEK™ questions to spark the conversation before writing poems.
Explore different ways you can see yourself. What evidence do you have
that shows how others see you? Explain how you have changed as you
have grown. What do you know about yourself and want others to know?

Ask family members to write personal
poems that address how they see
themselves, how they have changed,
and how others see them. Use the oil
pastels to draw over the parts of the
poem that are not true, show bias or
stereotypes, or generalize. Add new
words. How do the original poems
change into new poems that show
how people change?

• Color in Culture by Mari Schuh
• Model Magic®
• Oil Pastels
• Metallic Colored Pencils
• Crayola SignatureTM Creative
Lettering Pad

• Why are the photos people take of themselves called selfies?
• Why do you think people create selfies?
• How would creating a hand-drawn selfie help you think about
what you’d like others to see and know about you?

Poetry is a great way to explore ideas and
then change or remove thoughts that
don’t represent who you really are.
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gather Materials:
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• Metallic Colored Pencils
• Crayola Oil Pastels
• Crayola SignatureTM Creative
Lettering Pad

Ask and Listen:

Selfie photos are popular today. Hand-drawn selfies provide more opportunities
to explore self-identity, experiment with what represents a person, and examine
“the self” others see.
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gather Materials:

celebrate
and honor

con

hand-drawn
selfies

resp

change
poems

We constantly change, yet sometimes others’ opinions of us are stuck in the past.
Poetry is a great way to explore ourselves and how that might differ from how people
see us. Create a poem that illustrates these changes and differences and you will
have a self-story that can shine every day.
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• Ask other relatives and community members about heritage (what is received
from the past) and legacy (what is given to the next generation). “What part of your
heritage is important to leave as your legacy?”

For younger children: Stories

about where people came from and
the history of family traditions are
often shared out loud, as oral history.
Encourage young children to question
as they listen to storytellers.

For older children: Stories about

those who have come before us help
young adults gain respect for and
embody their heritage. Discussions
about legacy help young adults think
about the future and their role in their
family’s ongoing story.

vocabulary:
celebrate
respect
honor
community
leader
elder
contribution
insights

heritage
legacy
culture
tradition
sculpture
plaque

